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Abstract

Catch assessment survey (CAS) was carried out at 11 beaches located in 9 Beach Management
Units (BMUs) along the Northwestern side of Lake Turkana during April 2018. The purpose was
to enumerate the number of fishing vessels, fishing gears, fishing crew, fish catches and estimate
the total landings as a step towards assessing the fish stocks of Lake Turkana. Data was collected
and analysed using standard operating procedures for CAS. Results showed that five types of
fishing crafts made from Doum palm logs, wood and fiberglass were operational on the lake. They
were propelled by paddles, oars and sail, and some were fitted outboard engine. Fishing gear were
of two types (longlines and gillnets). The average number of nets per boat was 15 either single or
double paneled. Fifteen fish were landed dominated by Synodontis schall (34%), Alestes baremoze
(43%) and Labeo horie (1%). The three species constitutes 78% of all the fish landed. Catch per
unit effort (CPUE) varied with each effort group but was dominated by Sesse canoe motorized
48.2 Kg Boat-1 Day-1). Raft fishers recorded the lowest CPUE (8.3 Kg Boat-1 Day-1). The price of
fish depended on species but ranged from KSh 40.00 Kg-1 for species Synodontis schall (catfish)
which support only local consumption to KSh 150.00 Kg-1 for Lates niloticus (Nile Perch) Nile
perch. Main challenges facing the fishery include poor beach infrastructure and access roads, lack
of designated fish weighing bandas. It is recommended that proper fish recording system be
introduced to reduce loss of daily fish landing data. Management opportunities identified include
introduction of fish weighing bandas to reduce loss of daily fish landing statistics, improvement
of beach infrastructure and communication methods and increased funding for research to enable
continuation of the survey to supplement data towards assessment of fish stocks of Lake Turkana.
Keywords: Lake Turkana, Fish Stocks, Catch Per unit Effort
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1. Background to the study

Lake Turkana is receiving increased attention as an alternative source of fish following the peaking
of fish production in the traditional inland water lakes Victoria, Naivasha and Baringo. Increased
investment into the fishery through deployment of more fishing boats and nets by individuals,
donor agencies and the county governments of Turkana and Marsabit means that fishing effort is
increasing. Through this effort, which is heavily concentrated in shallow inshore areas and
sheltered bays and gulfs, produced approximately 8,000 metric tonnes of fish valued at 600 million
Kenya shillings from the effort of approximately 1650 registered boats and an estimated 7,000
fishers in 2016. This was a paltry 4% of the total annual inland water fish production in Kenya.
The human population of Turkana County is currently estimated at one million inhabitants. The
majority are below 25 years of age (Turkana County CIDP 2013-2017). Significant proportion of
this population live along the lake zone and have joined fishing related activities. There is more
demand on fish as an alternative source of livelihoods and nutrition through increased investment
in the fishery. The fisheries supports a vibrant fish trade which at both local and foreign markets
especially of the salted sundried dry fish trade to the Democratic Republic of Congo through
Isebania. The trade has caused increased demand for large quantities of fish of any sizes thus
causing exploitation of very small sized fish through deployment of increased fishing effort that
uses many small mesh sized gillnets, intensive beach seining and many baited hooked long lines.
The impact is not known as assessment of the increased fishing effort has not kept pace with the
meaning that information for future informed interventions is missing. Presently, the departments
of fisheries of both Turkana and Marsabit counties, and the state department of fisheries have been
directed towards collecting information on fishing effort and landings, which are used to estimate
fisheries production. KMFRI however undertook fish catch assessment surveys (CAS) to make
rapid evaluation of the various elements of fish production thus provide cheap alternative source
of information for fishery resources management in addition to that collected through experimental
surveys. Data from CASs also provide a rough index of stock size. The information is useful for
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sustainable exploitation of the fishery as collected information on fishing effort, species
composition, abundance, distribution of catches through monitoring will help in understanding the
impacts of increased fishing activities.

Given the sheer size of the lake the information generated from the catch assessment studies along
the various parts of the lake in the long run will be used to together with the ongoing experimental
fishing on fish populations and the planned frame survey to give an indication of fish stock sizes

1.2 Objectives of the study
The overall objective of the study was to undertake fish catch assessment survey of Lake Turkana
to provide information for sustainable management of the fishery

The specific objectives were to:
1. Enumerate the various types of fishing vessels and gears operational in Lake Turkana.
2. Estimate catch per unit effort in the area (CPUE) for different effort groups to estimate the
total catches
3. Determine spatial distribution of the fish catches by species and gear and vessels
4. Estimate prices and earnings from the various fish species from Lake Turkana
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Figure 1. Map of Lake Turkana showing Fish Landing Sites sampled
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Study area
Lake Turkana has a combined surface of 7,560 km2, roughly located within Latitudes 2º 27´ - 4º
40´ North and Longitude 35º 50´ - 36º 40´ East. The Northern and Central sectors have a combined
total area of 5,214 km2 with a characteristic brown water colouration at the northern end that
gradually clears to pale green southwards. The basin (Figure 1) is dominated by the Omo Delta
Wetlands, North and central Islands, Sibiloi National Park and the Fergusons gulf. The maximum
recorded water depth of 84 metres is in a basin roughly 2 km north of Central Island (Malala, et
al., 2009). The catch assessment survey was confined to the beach management units (BMUs)
spread from Loarengak to Kalimapus along the north western side of the lake.
2.2. Survey design and data collection
The CASs was conducted in the Turkana North Subcounty of Lake Turkana following a modified
design laid out in the approved Standard Operating Procedures for Catch Assessment Surveys for
Lake Victoria (LVFO, 2005). The methodology involved two-stage stratified sampling design
composed of sample of primary sampling units (PSUs) i.e. the fish landing sites at each selected
beach management unit (BMU) in the Subounty followed by selection of Secondary Sampling
Units (SSUs) i.e. the Vessel gear type, are randomly selected by the field enumerator for sampling
from each PSU. Data was collected at designated fishing sites using a team of locally hired data
recorders and KMFRI staff visited the landing sites to administer questionnaires using oral
interviews with local fishermen and key informant discussion. Sampling unit was the vessel (craft)
which were sampled by areas or landing sites. Vessels were categorized into six groups; Parachute
(PA), Sesse Canoe (SE), Taruma (TRM), Fibre Fishing (FF), Fibre Transport (FT and while fishing
gears were grouped into two, namely gillnets and hook and line. Sets of data collected included
catch weight, composition by species and size, fishing gears and methods, craft type and length,
value of catch as well as fishing frequency.
2.4 Data capture and data analysis
Data was stored and analysed using Microsoft Excel. The fishing crafts were segregated into effort
groups (Vessel-gear combinations) and the CAS indicators estimated for each effort group.
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(i)

The mean fish catch rates (kg boat -1 day -1) were estimated for each effort group
by species.

(ii)

The total fish catches were estimated using the mean fish catch rates based on the
number of vessels enumerated. For each effort group, the Boat activity coefficient
(B), i.e. the probability that a fishing vessel of each vessel-gear type g would be
active on any day during the month. This was estimated as the mean number of
days boats in each effort group fished in a week divided by the number of days in
a week. The total catch (C) of each effort group was then estimated.

(iii)

The beach value of the catch, i.e. the gross income to the fishers, was estimated by
raising the estimated total catch in each effort group by the mean unit price of each
fish species landed.

(iv)

The data used to estimate the total annual catch was based on the data collected
during the sampling period.

Figure 2.Training of KMFRI staff and hired local enumerators for Catch assessment survey.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Number, type, distribution and size of fishing Vessels
Thirty fishing vessels were enumerated in the 11 fish landing sites within the six-beach
management units (BMUs) located in Turkana North subcounty. The proportion of each vessel
type indicated in figure 2. Sesse motorized (SMC) was the most dominant fishing vessel at
Keriakar in Loarengak BMU. Fishers from Lowarengak fish at the Omo river delta, which is an
insecure conflict prone zone, and fishers have to use motorized boats due to limiting weather
conditions. Raft fishers dominated landing sites such as Lomekwi and Loropoi as the majority of

Vessel type composition (%)

fishers lack fishing gear.
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Figure 3. Percentage occurrence of various types of fishing vessels enumerated along northwestern
Lake Turkana. The gear types were; Sesse Canoe Motorised (SMS), Sesse Canoe Paddled
(SP), Parachute (PA), Rafts (RT), Fiber Fishing (FF),
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Figure 4. Proportional distribution by propulsion of the various types of fishing vessels along the
northwestern side of Lake Turkana.

Figure 5. Enumeration of fishing vessel with sail at a landing site along the northwestern side of
Lake Turkana.
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All the wooden boats operating on the lake had propulsion has similar size of propulsion. The
mean length of the vessels deployed at the selected landing beaches are indicated in table 2. Fishing
rafts however had the smallest in length (2.8 ± 0.1cm). This is because they are mainly operated
by a single fisher and constructed shorter for ease of handling.

Table 1. Mean length fishing vessel types encountered along the northwestern side of Lake
Turkana. The vessel types were: - Sesse Canoe Motorised (SMS), Sesse Canoe Paddled
(SP), Parachute (PA), Rafts (RT), Fibre Fishing (FF).

Vessel type

SP

FF

SMS

PA

RT

Mean Length (m)

7.8

7.1

8.1

7.5

2.8

SE

0.5

0.2

0.3

0.3

0.1

C.L

1.0

0.3

0.6

0.5

0.3

3.2 Number, type, size and distribution of fishing gears deployed
Fishers in Lake Turkana deploy mainly gill nets and longlines. The size of the commonly used
gillnets range from 2.5ʺ (84 mm) stretched mesh to 7ʺ (180 mm). The 4ʺ (101 mm) mesh was the
most commonly deployed (35.7%) followed by 3.5 ʺ (89 mm) and 2.5 ʺ (84 mm) nets. The threegill net sizes constitute 75.1% of all the nets deployed in the northern part of Lake Turkana. The
species caught in the various nets are Alestes baremose (2.5), Synodontis schall (entangled) and
Distichodus niloticus (4ʺ and above).
All the fishers used set gill nets of mesh size 2.5 inches to 7 inches stretched mesh. The mean
number of oars deployed per boat was 4.1 ± 0.3. The ratio of double paneled to single paneled nets
was55% : 45%. Maximum number of gill nets per boat were 30 while the minimum was 1. Median
number was 18 nets per boat. The mean number of hours fished were 9.5 ± 3.6. Table 9 indicates
the mean number of fishing effort of the fishers in the reservoir number.
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Figure 6. Percentage composition of fishing gears (gill nets) deployed in northwestern Lake
Turkana.
Fish Species composition
Table 2 shows a checklist of the various fish species landed by various fishers during the catch
assessment survey. Thirteen genera represented by thirteen species were enumerated encountered
along the the hses were dominated by thirteen fish species Fish species were recorded during the
survey. Composition Table 2 shows the number of fish recorded during the survey.
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Table 2. Common fish species encountered along the northwestern side of Lake Turkana during
Catch Assessment Survey.

No.

Species

Turkana name

Common name

1.
2.
3.
4.
6.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13

Hydrocynus forskalii
Alestes baremose
Lates niloticus
Distichodus niloticus
Labeo horie
Clarias gariepinus
Barbus bynii
Bagrus bayad
Schilbe uranoscopus
Synodontis schall
Oreochromis niloticus
Heterotis niloticus
Citharinus citharus

Lokel
Delete (Juse)
Iji
Golo
Chubule
Kopito
Momwara
Loruk
Naili
Tirr
Kokine
Dese
Gech

Tiger fish
Silverside
Nile Perch
Cowfish
Turkanacarp
Mudfish
Nilebarb
Catfish
Butter catfish
Wahrindi
Nile tilapia
African bony tongue
Moonfish

Figure 7. High value fish (Bagrus bayad) tied and ready for sale. The species is important for local
consumption and has a ready local and regional market.
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3.3. Catch per unit effort in the area (CPUE)
Table 3 shows the mean catch per boat, days fished per week, hours fished, and number of crew
per boat and catch per unit effort (CPUE) of the various effort groups. Mean catch per boat varied
depending on the effort group but was highest for Sesse motorized at 21.5 ± 12.3 Kg boat-1). Sesse
paddled operated boats fished daily during the week, had the highest number of crew per boat but
spent less time in the lake as compared to the other effort groups. Sesse motorized boat had the
highest catch per unit effort (CPUE) at 48.2 Kg Boat-1 Day-1 while raft fishers the lowest.
Table 3. Some characteristics of Lake Turkana fisheries.
Parachute Paddled Raft

Sese

/Motorised

Motorized

Sese paddled

Catch (Kg boat-1)
Mean

16.5

3.7

21.5

14.5

SE

5.5

1.2

12.3

8.4

CL

10.7

2.4

24.0

16.5

Mean

6.3

6

5.2

7

SE

0.8

1

1.4

0

CL

1.5

2.0

2.8

Mean

12

12

6.5

9.5

SE

0

0

2.0

2.5

3.9

4.9

Days fished week-1

Hours fished Day -1

CL
Crew Boat-1
Modal

4

1

4.0

6.0

37.0

8.3

48.2

32.5

CPUE
(Kg Boat-1 Day-1)
CPUE
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Length frequency of the three dominant fish species
Figure www shows the mean length class for the three dominant species caught during the period.
The modal class for Labeo horie was 54.2-57.5 cm TL. There were two peaks in modal classes.
Fish in the smaller peak (33.5-36.4 cm) TL were landed in beaches further south (Katabpoi and
Katiko) while the larger fish were caught in the northern beaches towards river Omo. The modal
class for Alestes baremose was 37.5-38.4 cm TL. The species is pelagic and were caught in
subsurface set gill nets of 2.5 ʺ - 3.0ʺ stretched mesh. The modal class for Synodotis schall was
32.5-34.4 cm TL and were reported entangled in the nets. This species has low commercial value
but supports local consumption as it is abundant and cheap

(a)

Labeo horie
25

Frequency

20
15
10
5
0

Total length (cm)

Figure 8. Length frequency distribution of three dominant fish species encountered in the month
of April 2018 during the survey. They were:- (a) Labeo horie (b) Alestes baremoze and (c)
Synodontis schall.
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(b)

Alestes baremoze
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2
0
33.5-35.4 34.5-35.4 35.5-36.4 36.5-37.4 37.5-38.4 38.5-39.4 39.5-40.4 40.5-41.4 41.5-42.4
Total length (cm)

Figure 8. Length frequency distribution of Alestes baremose an important commercial species
landed in the n northwestern part of the lake in April 2018.
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(c)

Synodontis schall
9
8

Frequency

7
6
5
4
3

2
1
0

Total length (cm)

Figure 8. Length frequency distribution of Synodontis schall, an important fish supporting local
consumption landed in the northwestern part of the lake in April 2018.
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3.4. Fish Prices and earnings

At the beach fish prices differed according to species. Since there are no well-developed beach
infrastructure, most fish were sold per piece per length class and at standard price. However, upon
weighing the fish the average price per Kilogram was as indicated in table 4.

Table 4. Average price of fish along the northwestern side of Lake Turkana during April 2018.

S/No

Species
Hydrocynus forskahlii
Alestes baremose
Lates niloticus
Distichodus niloticus
Labeo horie
Clarias gariepinus
Barbus bynii
Bagrus bayad
Schilbe uranoscopus
Synodontis schall
Oreochromis niloticus
Heterotis niloticus
Citharinus citharus

Price (KSh) Kg-1
80.00
90.00
150.00
100.00
80.00
100.00
80.00
100.00
30.00
30.00
150.00
100.00
50.00

4.0 CONCLUSIONS AND MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS
The report showed fishing effort in Lake Turkana to be based on five types of vessels made from
logs (raft), wood (sesse canoe or trauma) and fiberglass (plastic). The vessels were propelled either
by paddles, oars and outboard engines. Fishing effort was more concentrated to the northern
landing sites (Loarengak BMU) closer to the Omo river delta. Catch per unit effort varied by vessel
type and beach. Fishers fished for most of the week. Period spent fishing was lower for motorised
boats compared to others. The study was done during the rainy season that limited fishing was to
very few hours. The Survey was undertaken once once due to logistical reasons. Most beaches
have no fish landing bandas hence fishers land anywhere gut, salt and dry their fish in the manyatta
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thus some data on landings go unrecorded. Sale of fish per piece also makes statistical recording
of data difficult.
From the above the following are recommended to enhance fish stock assessment and the
management of Lake Turkana Fisheries:1. Beach management units need to be encourage to start weighing most of the fish at
designated sites and to keep proper records so that data on landings is not lost.
2. Jumpstart support to BMU through the purchase of fish weighing balances and capacity
build the fishers use and importance of weighing.
3. The beach infrastructure need to be improved to enable ease of access to the beaches for
buyers and access to the market by fishers.
4. Continue with the Catch Assessment Survey in 2018/2019 to other beaches that were not
covered and increase funding to enable more coverage for representative survey.t
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Appendix 1: Report forwarding letter by the Assistant Director Fresh Water Systems to the
Director.
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Appendix 2: Notice of Meeting calling research scientists to research planning meeting to
discuss sampling protocols meeting (a) and at attendance register signed by
researchers (b).
(a)
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(b).
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Appendix 3: Sampling memo showing request for authority for sampling indicating planned
activities, budget and other requirements.
(a)
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(b).
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Appendix 4: Official Requisition forms seeking for authority for goods and services to be
used during fish catch assessment survey duly signed as required by
regulations.

(a)
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Appendix 5. Motor vehicle work ticket for April 2018 showing the period when the catch
assessment was undertaken in the Northern part Lake Turkana (26th - 27 April,
2018).

(b)
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Appendix 6. Payment schedule showing how unemployed youth were engaged as part of
skills transfer during the administration of research instruments on fish catch
assessment in Lake Turkana in April 2018.
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Appendix 7. Policy Brief on Fish Catch assessment Survey (CAS) for Lake Turkana to
disseminate findings.
Policy advice no: KMF/TUR/RS/C1.6(ii)
Title: Undertake Catch Assessment Survey (CAS) for Lake Turkana and disseminate findings
Preparation

Lake Turkana has a combined surface of 7,560 km2, roughly located within Latitudes 2º 27´ - 4º 40´
North and Longitude 35º 50´ - 36º 40´ East. The Catch Assessment Survey (CAS) was conducted in the
Turkana North Sub-county of Lake Turkana following a modified design laid out in the approved
Standard Operating Procedures for Catch Assessment Surveys for Lake Victoria (LVFO, 2005). Thirty
fishing vessels were enumerated in the 11 fish landing sites within the six-beach management units
(BMUs) located in Turkana North sub-county on the north western side of the lake. The methodology
involved two-stage stratified sampling design composed of sample of primary sampling units (PSUs)
i.e. the fish landing sites at each selected beach management unit (BMU) in the Sub-county followed by
selection of Secondary Sampling Units (SSUs) i.e. the Vessel gear type, are randomly selected by the
field enumerator for sampling from each PSU. Data was collected at designated fishing sites using a
team of locally hired data recorders and thereafter KMFRI staff visited the landing sites to administer
questionnaires using oral interviews with local fishermen and key informant discussion. Sampling unit
was the vessel (craft) which were sampled by areas or landing sites.
Executive Summary

Mean catch per boat varied depending on the effort group but was highest for Sesse motorized at 21.5 ±
12.3 Kg boat-1). Sesse paddled operated boats fished daily during the week, had the highest number of
crew per boat but spent less time in the lake as compared to the other effort groups. Sesse motorized boat
had the highest catch per unit effort (CPUE) at 48.2 Kg Boat-1 Day-1 while raft fishers the lowest. Mean
catch per boat varied depending on the effort group but was highest for Sesse motorized at 21.5 ± 12.3
Kg boat-1). Sesse motorized boat had the highest catch per unit effort (CPUE) at 48.2 Kg Boat-1 Day-1
while raft fishers the lowest. The modal class for Labeo horie was 54.2-57.5 cm TL. There were two
peaks in modal classes. Fish in the smaller peak (33.5-36.4 cm) TL were landed in beaches further south
(Katabpoi and Katiko) while the larger fish were caught in the northern beaches towards river Omo. The
modal class for Alestes baremose was 37.5-38.4 cm TL. At the beach fish prices differed according to
species. Since there are no well-developed beach infrastructure, most fish were sold per piece per length
class and at standard price.

Introduction

Lake Turkana is receiving increased attention as an alternative source of fish following the peaking of
fish production in the traditional inland water lakes Victoria, Naivasha and Baringo. Increased investment
into the fishery through deployment of more fishing boats and nets by individuals, donor agencies and
the county governments of Turkana and Marsabit means that fishing effort is increasing. Through this
effort, which is heavily concentrated in shallow inshore areas and sheltered bays and gulfs, the lake
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produced approximately 8,000 metric tonnes of fish valued at 600 million Kenya shillings from the effort
of approximately 1,650 registered boats and an estimated 7,000 fishers in 2016. The fisheries supports a
vibrant fish trade which at both local and foreign markets especially of the salted sundried dry fish trade
to the Democratic Republic of Congo through Isebania, Kenya.

The specific objectives were to:
5. Enumerate the various types of fishing vessels and gears operational in Lake Turkana.
6. Estimate catch per unit effort in the area (CPUE) for different effort groups to estimate the total
catches
7. Determine spatial distribution of the fish catches by species and gear and vessels
8. Estimate prices and earnings from the various fish species from Lake Turkana
Approaches and Results
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There is more demand on fish in the area as an alternative source of livelihoods and nutrition through
increased investment in the fishery. The proportion of each vessel type indicated in figure 2. Sesse
motorized (SMC) was the most dominant fishing vessel at Keriakar in Loarengak BMU. Fishing rafts,
however, had the smallest in length (2.8 ± 0.1cm).
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Figure 1: Proportional distribution by propulsion of the various types of fishing vessels along the
northwestern side of Lake Turkana
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Plate 1: Enumeration of fishing vessel with sail at a landing site along the northwestern side of Lake
Turkana
Fishers in Lake Turkana deploy mainly gill nets and longlines. The species caught in the various nets are
Alestes baremose (2.5), Synodontis schall (entangled) and Distichodus niloticus (4ʺ and above).
Maximum number of gill nets per boat were 30 while the minimum was 1. Mean number of hours fished
per boat were 9.5 ± 3.6.
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Figure 2: Percentage composition of fishing gears (gill nets) deployed in northwestern Lake Turkana
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Plate 2: High value fish (Bagrus bayad) tied and ready for sale. The species is important for local
consumption and has a ready local and regional market.
Mean catch per boat varied depending on the effort group but was highest for Sesse motorized at 21.5 ±
12.3 Kg boat-1). Sesse paddled operated boats fished daily during the week, had the highest number of
crew per boat but spent less time in the lake as compared to the other effort groups. Sesse motorized boat
had the highest catch per unit effort (CPUE) at 48.2 Kg Boat-1 Day-1 while raft fishers the lowest.
Table 1: Some characteristics of Lake Turkana fisheries.

Catch (Kg boat-1)
Mean
SE
CL
Days fished week-1
Mean
SE
CL
Hours fished Day -1
Mean
SE
CL
Crew Boat-1
Modal
CPUE
(Kg Boat-1 Day-1)
CPUE

Parachute Paddled Raft
/Motorised

Sese
Motorized

Sese paddled

16.5
5.5
10.7

3.7
1.2
2.4

21.5
12.3
24.0

14.5
8.4
16.5

6.3
0.8
1.5

6
1
2.0

5.2
1.4
2.8

7
0

12
0

12
0

6.5
2.0
3.9

9.5
2.5
4.9

4

1

4.0

6.0

37.0

8.3

48.2

32.5
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Population structure of the fish sampled was presented. The modal class for Alestes baremose was 37.538.4 cm TL. The species is pelagic and were caught in subsurface set gill nets of 2.5 ʺ - 3.0ʺ stretched
mesh. The modal class for Synodotis schall was 32.5-34.4 cm TL and were reported entangled in the nets.
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Figure 3: Length frequency distribution of three dominant fish species encountered in the month of April
2018 during the survey. They were: Labeo horie, Alestes baremoze and Synodontis schall

Conclusion

Continue with the Catch Assessment Survey in 2018/2019 to other beaches that were not covered and
increase funding to enable more coverage for representative survey
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Implications and Recommendations

The report showed that fishing effort in Lake Turkana varied by vessel type and beach. Fishers fished for
most of the week. The period-spent fishing was noted to be lower for motorised boats compared to other
crafts. Most beaches have no fish landing bandas hence fishers land anywhere gut, salt and dry their fish
in the ‘Manyatta’ thus some data on landings go unrecorded. Sale of fish per piece also makes statistical
recording of data difficult. However, from the above the following are recommended to enhance fish
stock assessment and the management of Lake Turkana Fisheries:
Recommendations





Beach management units need to be encouraged to start weighing most of the fish at designated
sites and to keep proper records so that data on landings is not lost. Jumpstart support to BMU
through the purchase of fish weighing balances and capacity build the fishers use and importance
of weighing
The beach infrastructure need to be improved to enable ease of access to the beaches for buyers
and access to the market by fishers
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Appendix 8. Further dissemination
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